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All software is displayed under the license type on the program pages, search or category pages. Here are most common license types: Freeware programs can be downloaded used free of free and without any time limits. Free products can be used free of charge for both personal and professional (commercial use). Open SourceOpen Source software is
software source code that anyone can check, modify or enhance. Programs released under this license may be used free of charge for both personal and commercial purposes. There are many different open source licenses, but each must meet the open source definition - in short: the software is free to use, modify and share. Free to useIt is a license
commonly used for video games and allows users to download and play the game for free. Basically, the product is offered free to play (Freemium), and the user can decide if he wants to pay the money (Premium) additional features, services, virtual or physical goods that expand the functionality of the game. In some cases, your ads may show to users.
DemoDemo programs have limited functionality for free, but charge for a special set of features or removal of advertisements for program interfaces. In some cases, all features are disabled until the license is purchased. Demos are usually not limited (such as trial software), but functionality is limited. TrialTrial software allows the user to evaluate the
software for a limited time. After the trial period (usually 15-90 days), the user can choose to purchase the software or not. Even though most trial software products are limited only in time some also feature limitations. PaidUsually commercial software or games are made for sale or serve commercial purposes. WindowsmacOSAndroidiOSPortable Ready to
provide cloud storage? This guide will help you get started with Boxcryptor and cloud storage. System requirements: MacOS 10.12 or later is required. Please note that we do not officially support beta versions of macOS. However, new versions of macOS are supported by Boxcryptor as soon as Apple officially releases them, sometimes even a little ahead.
To install Boxcryptor on your Mac, follow these steps:Install the cloud provider's desktop app. Download Boxcryptor for macOS.Open the downloaded installation file. Drag the Boxcryptor icon to the Application folder. System extension Required Boxcryptor includes a system extension which is required to provide the Boxcryptor drive. Because system
extensions are blocked by default in macOS 10.13 and later in the system, you must enable the Benjamin Fleischer development system software at the first startup Benjamin is the maintainer of the open source system extension used by Boxcryptor.On first startup, Boxcryptor will be asked to complete the installation by entering the credentials of the
macOS account admin admin These are not the Boxcryptor credentials. We strive to make managing encrypted files as easy as possible. Just create your boxcryptor account and we'll handle all the complicated actions that come with encryption for you. Start Boxcryptor.Click to create your account. Follow the wizard to finish creating your account. Create a
password that you can remember or store the password in a safe place, such as a password manager. Boxcryptor is a zero knowledge encryption software, so we can not reset your password. If you lose your password, your data will be irrevocably lost. After installing Boxcryptor and logged into your account, you can access the Boxcryptor drive. Boxcryptor
will automatically add all installed cloud providers to the drive. From now on, you'll find all your clouds here. The drive works like a layer at the top of existing files. This allows you to view, edit, and save encrypted files on the fly. Small icons mark files and show whether a file or folder is encrypted or not. Note: You can open the Boxcryptor Drive by clicking on
boxcryptor logo in the menu bar, in the Finder sidebar, or in desktop.All files and folders to add an encrypted folder boxcryptor will be automatically encrypted. If you are new to Boxcryptor and do not have any files in your cloud yet, this is how you start. 1. Open the Boxcryptor drive. 2. Open the cloud provider folder in the Boxcryptor drive. 3. Right-click the
folder → New folder. 4. Click yes to confirm that you want to create an encrypted folder. 5. Add files to the folder and all files will be automatically encrypted. If there are already files and folders in the cloud, Boxcryptor can encrypt these existing files. Open the Boxcryptor drive. Wait for your cloud provider's sync client to sync everything. → → To avoid sync
conflicts when encrypting existing folders, Boxcryptor creates a new folder with _encrypted suffix and moves existing files to this new folder. The suffix can be safely removed after the cloud hosting provider synchronizes the folder. This app is only available in the iPhone and iPad App Store. Secure your files in the cloud in the simplest way and save your
privacy. And best of all: It's free! Boxcryptor lets you encrypt your files before uploading them to Dropbox, iCloud, Google Drive, OneDrive and many other providers without sacrificing security, privacy or convenience. You can easily encrypt your files locally and access them through your smartphone or tablet — anytime, anywhere. The cloud service provider
only receives encrypted files and you control your data! Note: If you experience any problems with this please contact our customer service before leaving the 1 star rating. You can enter a ticket here: - Thank you! Features:啦 Supports most cloud hosting providers such as Dropbox, iCloud, Google Drive, OneDrive or Box. See below for the list of supported
providers啦 Run it on iPhone, iPod and iPad, access your encrypted files (documents, photos, music, etc.) in the cloud at any time, and always store and decrypt your confidential files directly on your device with you – the password will never be transmitted, synchronize your files with your desktop devices with Boxcryptor for Mac, Windows and Linux, Secure
File Encryption Using the AES-256 and RSA-4096 standards.啦 More privacy with Boxcryptor Unlimited and filename encryptionBoxcryptor enterprise package offers additional features for businesses:啦 Use a master key to be able to decrypt all employees' files, set the rules! , Box, SugarSync, Egnyte, Strato HiDrive, Telekom MagentaCLOUD, Cubby, GMX
MediaCenter, Web.de Smartdrive, mailbox.org Drive, FileSpots, CloudMe, Storegate, PSMail Cabinet, Livedrive, Yandex Disk and others using WebDAV (eg OwnCloud). October 29, 2020 Version 2.50 * Minor bug fixes and improvements took a while to figure it out. I had to sync the folder through OneDrive on my computer to sync it. You can't create a new
folder on High Sierra, just iOS, which is annoying. The most annoying thing is that you have to pay to get support for a product you're already dissatisfied with (which is obvious if you're looking for support and don't know) It's time to clarify Apple and iOS. Apple doesn't want to create useful devices. Office 365 from Microsoft allows me to synonymously
create, read, and store files between devices, including windows. Apple has steadfastly refused to crea a mechanism to set a file of a kind to a USB compatible drive of which there are many. It can be picture files or music, but .ppt, documents, or excel. To do this, you need to use the cloud and worry about security. Using BOXCRYPTOR I can save a copy of
an iPad document created directly to the BOXCRYPTOR directory. There is no send or share. Or more move, just straight store fully encrypted file created on the iPad locally and open it on my home PC in complete security. All this is not thanks to Apple. I have USB drives to save pictures/screenshots, but not any app file from ms office. BOXCRYPTOR is
reliable and I'd been using it for years, these opinions that call it eyes, from those who are ignorant. I've used this app on my iPhone and iPad for over a year. The first version was basic, with some errors, but with each new release it gets better every time. I recently reported the error, although I am not a paid customer, so I do not qualify for any support. The
issue was resolved in the next release. The developer, Secomba GmbH, has indicated that the app's privacy practices may include the processing of data as described below. More the developer's privacy policy. The following data can be collected and linked to your identity: Contact Info IDs Diagnostics The following data data but not related to your identity:
Privacy practices may vary, for example depending on the features you use or the age you use. Learn more about the developer website app support app privacy policy
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